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		This book covers a fast-growing topic in great depth and focuses on the technologies and applications of probabilistic data management. It aims to provide a single account of current studies in probabilistic data management. The objective of the book is to provide the state of the art information to researchers, practitioners, and graduate students of information technology of intelligent information processing, and at the same time serving the information technology professional faced with non-traditional applications that make the application of conventional approaches difficult or impossible.
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Practical Tableau: 100 Tips, Tutorials, and Strategies from a Tableau Zen MasterO'Reilly, 2018

	
		Whether you have some experience with Tableau software or are just getting started, this manual goes beyond the basics to help you build compelling, interactive data visualization applications. Author Ryan Sleeper, one of the world’s most qualified Tableau consultants, complements his web posts and instructional videos with...
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Attract Visitors to Your Site: The Mini Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2010

	A critical part of website success is attracting visitors. This Mini Missing Manual gives you the knowledge and tools you need to do that. It shows you how to build a community around your site and how to use the power of keywords and Web search engines to rise up in the rankings of search results.


	Once you do that, you’ll...
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Drupal User's Guide: Building and Administering a Successful Drupal-Powered Web SitePrentice Hall, 2011


	In the late 1990s I began my career in Web development by making simple Web

	pages while studying at college. My degree in science and the environment combined

	with my summer jobs of Web site building landed me a job as a project manager at a

	firm making Web sites for environmental organizations. The in-house programmer

	would...
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SharePoint 2010 Enterprise Architect's GuidebookWrox Press, 2012


	MICROSOFT COLLABORATION and companion development technologies have really come a long

	way over the past 20 years. Over this time, many different technologies have come and gone in

	the blink of an eye. Others have built up momentum, improving with each new version, providing

	valuable new features to meet the ever-increasing digital...
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How to Photograph the Moon and Planets with Your Digital Camera (Patrick Moore's Practical Astronomy Series)Springer, 2006
Buick, an experienced amateur astronomer, uses his own images... to illustrate a variety of equipment... [N]ovice imagers can rest assured that the images here are what the beginner can realistically expect to achieve... I enjoyed this book, and learned from it too....
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Linux Bible 2007 Edition: Boot up Ubuntu, Fedora, KNOPPIX, Debian, SUSE, and 11 Other DistributionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Insert the DVD or CD that comes with this book into a PC. Within five minutes, you’ll be able to try out Linux with a full range of desktop applications. Within an hour, you can have a fullblown Linux desktop or server system installed on your computer. If you are like most of us who have been bitten by the Linux bug, you won’t ever...
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